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but software is a topic that is under development. since we are running the elna for 30 years now, we have learned a lot of tips and tricks. e.g., about linting the embroidery, which is not necessary with a modern machine. what we want to do now is to share our knowledge on the forum and hope that
other people will be able to benefit from it. thus, we will start with a general forum post at tecfa. i also start with a medium post at the french embroiderer forum. once again, i have a lot of positive experiences with the forum, so i think it will be useful for others to share their knowledge here as well. my

first task was to lint the embroidery. the easiest way to do this is to trace the embroidery as a vector graphic and then convert the vector graphic into a bitmap image. the best embroidery software i have found is stitch era (available for windows, mac os x and linux). you can find it at
www.stitchera.com. it is free and you can use it as long as you like. it is not the only free software there is for embroidery digitizing, but it is free and we have used it for about two years now without any problems. now you have to navigate to the folder where you saved your embroidery and then click
on "open embroidery". this will load the embroidery into stitch era. at the top of the window you can see a large "+" button, which will expand the canvas. you can now navigate to the top left corner and click on "free rotate" to rotate the canvas horizontally. now you have to click on "save" (in the top

right corner).
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the positioning of the digitizing area capabilities are the next most important. digitizer has a feature that allows you to choose which areas of your design will be digitized, and which areas will be left un-digitized. the importing of information from other embroidery software packages capabilities are the
next most important. digitizer can import information from embroidery software packages other than janome, including stitch studio and embroidery studio. the digitizer ex 3 is an essential tool for anyone who wants to digitize their embroidery designs, especially for creating complex embroidery

designs for garments. with the digitizer ex 3 you can easily create your own embroidery designs using your own photos or scanned images. the digitizer ex 3 software is a computer program that allows you to create embroidery designs using your own photos or scanned images as guides. you can easily
create embroidery designs for garments and other decorative items. elna has a bitmap/vector tracing tool for its digitizing machines. it is a 16 bit tool which can digitize the fill as well as the applique. the applique is digitized at the upper layer with the bitmap so it can be used as a template for the

design of the applique. the digitizing area of this tool is very small though, so this tool is only suitable for very small appliques. this tool is not included in the v3.0 series of elna digitizer and the v3.01 series does not have any version of this tool, but it is included in the v3.10 series. the v3.10 series also
has some other tools which are not included in the previous versions. 5ec8ef588b
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